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Introduction
Let M and B be O00 Riemannian manifolds. By a Riemannian submersion
we mean a C°° mapping π: M->B such that n is of maximal rank and π* preserves
the lengths of horizontal vectors, i.e., vectors orthogonal to the fibre π~1(x) for
In his paper [7] Richard H. Escobales, JR dealt with the problem of clas-
sifying (upto equivalence) the Riemannian submersions of standard spheres
Sn(ί) of unit radius in the Euclidean space Rn+1 onto various Riemannian mani-
folds B under the assumption that the fibres are connected and totally geodesic.
He proved (Theorem 3.5 [7]) that as a fibre bundle, the Riemannian submersion
π: Sn->B is one of the following types:
a) S1-*^"-*-1
CP" n>2
b) S3-*S4n+3
I
HP" ίorn>2
c) S'-^S3
I
d) S3-*S7
e) S7 . >S1 5
Further in cases (a) and (b), B is isometric to complex and quaternionic protective
space respectively of sectional curvature K* with l < i £ * < 4 . In cases (c), (d),
(e), B is isometric to a sphere of curvature 4 as indicated in the diagram.
He also proved uniqueness in the cases (a), (b), and (c) but left the cases (d)
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and (e) unsettled.
The aim of this note is to prove uniqueness in all the cases. In fact we
will give an intrinsic proof which will cover all the cases simultaneously. We
will also classify base manifolds without using Berger's pinching theorem (see
[4] as done in [7]). That is to say that we shall directly check that the base
manifold is locally Riemannian symmetric, simply connected and compact of
rank 1 and then use our method again to exclude the Cayley protective plane Ca
(P2)^jP4/Spin (9) This way we will also avoid using Adam's result [1].
The paper is organized as follows:
In §1 we collect some general results on Riemannian submersions which are
more or less well known in some form or other. In §2 we quote the crucial
theorem of Escobales (Theorem 2.2 [7]) concerning equivalence of the Rieman-
nian submersions with totally geodesic fibres and also another theorem which
gives a criterion for a π~\S)^M to be totally geodesic where S^B is a sub-
manifold. This result is proved in [8] (Theorem 2.5). In §3 we classify the
possible base manifolds B. In §4 we prove the uniqueness and finally in §5, the
nonexistence of any Riemannian submersion of Sn(\)->Ca(p2).
Acknowledgements. Thanks are due to Madhav V. Nori for some useful
discussions which I had with him and for some basic informations he gave to me
about Clifford algebras and their representations.
1. In this section we collect some general results on Riemannian sub-
mersions which we shall use later. We will use the notations mainly used by
O'Niell in his fundamental paper [12] on Riemannian submersions. The only
difference is that we use lower case letters to denote tangent vectors at a fixed
point and the corresponding Roman capitals to denote their appropriate ex-
tensions to vector fields in a neighbourhood. Any Levi-Civita connection will
be denoted by V.
For a Riemannian submersion π: M-+B, we denote by V the vector sub-
bundle of TM consisting of vectors tangential to the fibres and call it "the vertical
bundle". Similarly, its orthogonal complement is denoted H and called "the
horizontal distribution".
Following O'Niell we also define tensors T and A associated to π and defined
on M. For arbitrary vector fields Ey F in M, put
TEF= Jl(Vcv{E)ty(F))+cV(Vcv(E)Jl(F))
where cV(E)y Jί(E) etc/denote the vertical and horizontal components respectively
of E etc.
We also put
AEF
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T and A satisfy following properties as proved in [12].
(1) TE and AE are skew symmetric endomorphisms of TM which inter-
change horizontal and vertical distributions.
(2) TE=Tcι/(E) while AE=As0E)
(3) For £/, V vertical, T
υ
 V is symmetric namely TVV=TVU. On the
other hand for X, Y horizontal, AXY is skew symmetric i.e. AXY=
-AYX.
DEFINITION. A vector field X on M is called basic if
(i) X is horizontal
(ii) For p, q^M with π(p)=π(q), we have π*p(X)=π*q(X). Thus we
get a vector field X* on B such that X is zr-related to X*.
Lemma 1.1 (O'Niell [12]). For X, Y basic fields on My the following
are true:
(i) <X, Y>=<X*, Y^o
π
(ii) M{[X, Y\) is basic and πrelated to [X*, Y*\
(iii) M(yrχ Y) is basic and n-related to Vχ*( Y*)
and (iv) For V vertical, [X, V] is vertical.
Lemma 1.2 (Escobales [7], O'Niell [12]). Let X, Y be horizontal fields
and V3 W be vertical. Then each of the following holds:
(i) AXY=
(ii) VVW=
(iii) (a) VVX = Jί{VvX)+TvX
(b) If X is basic, Jί(V
v
X) = AXV
(iv) V
x
V=
Since H and V are subbundles of TM, they are equipped with canonical
connections coming from TM. We denote these connections by VA and V*
respectively, i.e. VHEX=M{^7EX) for X horizontal and E any arbitrary vector
field on M
Likewise ΨE V =
Both of these connections are Riemannian.
On the other hand H can also be viewed as the pull back bundle π~ι(TB)
and it can be furnished with the pull back connection coming from below. We
will denote the pull back connection by V*.
We then have the following lemma:
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Lemma 1.3. For E an arbitrary vector field and X horizontal
Proof. Let p^M and π(p)=b^B. Let U be an open set around b and
*} an orthonormal framing of the tangent bundle TB\U. Let (θj) be the con-
nection matrix of one-forms
i.e. V*S" = Σ Θ'JS* on U.
Let {§'} denote the corresponding basic framing of Hl^i^. Then the con-
nection matrix for V* is (π*θfi, i.e. V**§f"=Σ π*(θ})£s. Hence if V is a vertical
vector field defined on π~\U)
then V$5' = 0
On the other hand WkvSi=M{y
γ
Si)=AvV bY Lemma 1.2 (iii) (b).
Therefore, Vί^'—VΪ^1' = A^V Vi .
Since the left hand side of the above equation is tensorial (being the difference
to two connections) S* can be replaced by an arbitrary section X of H. Hence
for a vertical field V and a horizontal field X,
v
$ = AXV.
Secondly, if y is a horizontal vector at p, then
V*S< = Σ θ)(π*y)S>
and Vj£' = JlφyS*)
Extending y to a basic field Y we get
VyS'' = Jί(V
γ
S*) = basic field r-related to V^yS'
= basic field τr-related to Σ βj (τr# Y)5y
or
i
—VίSi = 0
Again, the lefthand side being tensorial, the basic field Y can be replaced by an
arbitrary horizontal field Y and equality will still hold.
In short we can write
This proves the lemma.
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Corollary 1.1 (O'Niell [13]). Let 7: J-+B be a geodesic in B where J
is an open interval around 0 in R. Let 7(0)=b and p^π~ι{b) be an arbitrary
point in the fibre above b. If 7 is the horizontal lift of 7 passing through p, then
7 is also a geodesic in M.
Proof. By definition of horizontal lifts, ψ(t) is horizontal for every t^J.
Now V?'ω7'(0
= Horizontal lift of
= 0
Hence 7 is a geodesic.
Corollary 1.2 (Hermann [11], O'Niell [13]). If 7 is a geodesic in M which
is horizontal at a point, then 7 is horizontal throughout and π°7 is a geodesic
inB.
Proof. Let 7(0) =p be the point where 7 is given to be horizontal. Put
γ'(0)=x. Let
 π
(p)=b, π%q(x)=x* and τ be the geodesic in B such that
τ(0)=ft and T'(0)=tf*.
Let T be the horizontal lift of T passing through p. By above corollary,
T is a geodesic satisfying
r(0)=p and τ'(0) = x .
Hence 7 = 7 i.e. 7 is horizontal everywhere and 7r°7=7r°7=τ is a geodesic
below.
We finish this section by collecting together the five basic equations of
submersions derived by O'Niell in [12]. His curvature differs from ours by a
sign. We denote by R the curvature tensor of M, by R that of fibres and by i?*
that of B. The horizontal lift of i?* to M will also be denoted i?*.
Let U, V, Wy F be vertical vector fields and X, Y, Z, H be horizontal.
Then the equations of submersions are
{0} -<RUVW, F> = -<RbrW, Fy-ζTuW, TVF>+<TVW, TvFy
{1} -<RUVW, y> = <ίvYτ)υw, X>-<(VVT)VW, xy
{2} -<R
xr
Y,W> = <(V
x
T)
r
W, Y>+«y
r
A)
x
Y, W>-<T
r
X, TWY>
+<AXV, A
γ
wy
{3} -<RXYZ, vy = <{vzA)xγ, vy+<Axγ, τyzy
-<A
γ
Z, TyX>-<AZX, TyY>
{4} -<RXYZ,H>=-<RX,YZ,H>-2<AXY,AZH>
+<AyZ, AXH>+<AZX, ArH>
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Equation {4} also gives us the sectional curvatures of B in terms of sectional
curvatures of M and the tensor A namely
K(x, y) = K*(x, y) - 31 A
x
y \2 for two
orthonormal horizontal vectors x and y.
Proof. See O'Niell [12].
2. In this section we will state two theorems proved by Escobales which
we will use in the sequel and also rewrite O'NielΓs equations in the case of
T = 0. In fact from this section onwards we will exclusively deal with Rieman-
nian submersions with totally geodesic fibres henceforth simply referred to as
Riemannian submersions.
The equations of Riemannian submersions in the case Γ = 0 become
{a} ζRvyW, F> = <RvuvW, F>
{b} <R
uv
W,X> = 0
{c} -<RXVY, Wy = <(VVA)XY, W>+<AXV, AγWy
id} -<RXYZ,V> = <:(VZA)XY,V>
{e} <RXYZ, H> = <RίYZy H>+2ζAx Y, AZH>-<AYZ, AXH>
-<AZX, AYH>
Next we state the key result of Escobales which gives a criterion for equivalence
of two Riemannian submersions with totally geodesic fibres.
Theorem 2.1 (Theorem 2.2 [7]). Let τr, ( i = l , 2) be Riemannian submersions
from a connected complete Riemannian manifold M onto another Riemannian mani-
fold B. Assume that the fibres of π are connected and totally geodesic in M.
Suppose φ is an isometry of M which satisfies the following two properties at a
given point p^M.
(1) φ*p\ TpM^Tφ(p)M maps Hlp onto H2φ{q) where Hi denotes the horizontal
distribution of n^
(2) For eJtΞTpM, φ*(A
u
f)=A2«M(φ*f) where At is integrability tensor
of 7r, . Then φ induces an isometry φ of B so that n\ and π2 become
equivalent.
Proof. See [7]
Finally in this section we state the following:
Theorem 2.2 (Theorem 2.5 [8]). Let π: M^B a Riemannian submersion
with totally geodesic fibres. Assume P is a totally geodesic submanifold of B.
Then π~\P) is totally geodesic provided AYX=Q whenever X is horizontal and
tangent to π~\P) and Y is normal to π"\P).
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Proof. See [8]
3. In this section we determine the possibilities for B when M is of con-
stant sectional curvature and prove that B is necessarily locally symmetric of
rank 1.
First we derive two equations from the fundamental equation {d} cf. §2.
Lemma 3.1. (1) q7((V^),(*)) = -C{7(Ry>z(x))
(2) M{{V
x
A)y{v)) = M{Rx>υ{y))
Here as usual x, y, z are horizontal vectors at a point pEiM and v is vertical at p.
Proof. (1) It is just the equation {d}.
(2) Let z be horizontal at p. Extend xy y, z to basic fields X, Y,
Z such that jH(V
e
X)=0 etc. for every horizontal vector e at p.
(This means that the corresponding fields X*> T1*, Z* on B
are covariant constant at π(p)). Also extend v to a vertical
V covariant constant at π(P) as a section of V i.e. V/F=
q 7 ( v / F ) = 0 Vf <Ξ TPM. Now eqn {d} is
-<R
γzxy vy = <ivxA)γzy vy
or restricting our attention at point p
-<R
x
,
υ
y, *> = <y
x
{A
γ
Z)-AVχY{z)-Ay{VtZ), v>
= <VX(AYZ), z>>-0(since (Jl(VxY) = 0 =
= <Vl(A
γ
Z), vy
= -x<z, AyVy-o
= -<V*Z, A,v>-<x, V*(A
= 0—ζz, Y
x
(A
γ
V)y (since z is horizontal)
(since «Λ(V,y) = 0 =
Thus we get
Jί(CV
x
A)y(v)) = M{Rx,v{y)) which is equation (2).
Corollary. If M is of constant sectional curvature
C[7(φ
x
A)y(z)) = 0 (3.1)
v)) = 0 (3.2)
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Proof. Use RXtyz=c(ζyy #>#—<#, z)y) c a constant for any x9 y, # e TpM.
Theorem 3.1. If M=Sn(l) and π: M->B has fibres connected and totally
geodesic, then B is necessarily compact, simply connected and locally symmetric of
rank 1. Here τz>3.
Proof. We set about differentiating the curvature tensor /?* of B. Equi-
valently we can differentiate its horizontal lift to M using the pull-back connection
on H in the direction of horizontal vectors. Further for a horizontal vector
£G TPM, V
h
e=V? on H as we know from Lemma 1.3.
Hence for x, y> zy e^Hp
(V*R*)
x
Jz) = (V***),.,(*)
As usual we extend x,y, z to basic vector fields X, Y, Z Jί(V
e
X)=Jί(VeY)
=Jί(V
e
Z)=0 for any vector e^Hp.
From equation {e} of §2
R *yZ = Jί(RxrZ)+2AzAxY-AxAyZ-AγAzX
= <Y, ZyX-iX, ZyY+2AzAxY-AxAγZ-AγAzX.
Also (V?Λ*),.,(«) = (Vi/2*),,,(a) = Vh
e
(RίγZ)
= [v*«y, zyx)-v%<z, xyγ)]+2vh
e
(Az(AxY))
-Vh
e
(A
x
(AyZ))-vke(Ay(AzX))
= 0-0+2M{{vAUA
x
y)+AVeZ{Axy)+AlVe{Ax Y))
—similar terms
= 2 Jί{0+0+Az(VeAxY))} — similar terms
(from eqn. 3.2 and the fact that M{V
e
Z) = 0)
= 2 4
z
q/((V
e
i^y))-similar terms
= 2AzCV((VeA)x(y)+AVβX(y)+Ax(VeY))-simihr terms
= 2^,(0+0+0)—similar terms
(from eqn. 3.1 and the fact that Jί(V
e
X) = M{V, Y) = 0)
- 0
This proves that β is locally symmetric. Clearly B is compact and connected
and it is simply connected because the fibres are connected and dim *SW(1)>3.
(This follows from long exact sequence of homotopy. We recall that since <Sn(l)
is complete π: Sn(ί)->B is a fibration as proved by R. Hermann in [11].)
It remains to prove that B is of rank 1. It is also easy. Take 7: R->B any
geodesic in B. Let 7 be its horizontal lift to *Sn(l). Then 7 is also a geodesic
(see Cor. 1 to Lemma 1.3) and hence is periodic. Therefore, 7 is also periodic.
Thus every geodesic of B is periodic which means that B is of rank 1.
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From classification of compact, simply connected, Riemannian symmetric
spaces of rank 1, we conclude that B can only be one of the following:
(1) Sm(r),tn>2
(2) CPm(k)ytn>2
(3) HPm(k),m>2
(4) Cayley projective plane Oa{P2) (&)^F4/Spin (9).
Here Sm(r) means sphere of radius r
CPm(k) means that the sectional curvature lies between k and 4k with both
extremes attained. Similarly, for HPm(k) and Ca(P2) (k).
We discuss (1), (2) and (3) now. (4) will be discussed in the last section. First
we prove an important equation which will be used again and again later also.
Proposition 3.1. Let p^M and x,y^Hp and v^Vp. Then
(A
x
Ay+AyAx) (v) = -C[7(Rvxy+RVtyX)
Here we continue to assume that Γ = 0 .
Proof. Extend x> y uniquely to basic fields Xy Y defined all along the fibre
through p.
Then at^ > <V
ϋ
(A
x
Y)y v> = <(V^)sCy)+iίv.x(y)+i4,(Vf Y), v>
Vy, vy+<AxAyv, v>
(using Lemma 1.2 (3) (b))
x
v, Ayv>-<Ayvy Axv>
= <R
Ό
,
x
{y)> v>-<A
x
υy Ayv>
(using eqn. {c} of § 1)
Now lefthand side is skew symmetric in X and Y while the righthand side is
symmetric. Hence both vanish simultaneously. Thus
<y,(A
x
Y), vy = 0 for X, Y basic and v vertical (*)
and <RVtXy, v> = <Axvy A,v>
for every xy y€ΞHp and vy wt=Vp
or ζR
ΰtXyy wy+<Rυ,yxy wy = -<(AxAy+AyAx) (v)y to>
Hence (A
x
Ay+AyAx) (v) = -C[7{RΰtX{y)+Rυty{x))
Corollary 3.1 (Bishop [5]). // Xy Y are basic fields on M then AXY is a
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killing field along the fibres.
Proof. The equality (*) in the proof of the above theorem.
Corollary 3.2. For M=S\\)
(A
x
Ay+AyAx) (υ) = -2<*, y>v
and A2
x
v= —\x\2υ
Proof. Obvious.
Now we go back to our classification of base manifolds.
(1) The case Sn{\)-*Sm(c). Using the long exact sequence of homotopy we
find that the fibre is forced to be Sm-\π
m
^(Fibΐe)^Z). So that n=2m—l.
Now let p^S2m~ι and x^Hp be of unit norm. Thus for v^Hp, A
2
x
υ=—υ
(by Cor. 2 to Prop. 3.1). Hence if we consider
A
x
: Vp->Hp we see that
I A
x
v 1 2 = <AMv, Axv> = -<A
2
x
v, v>=\v\>
So A
x
 is an isometric embedding of Vp in Hp. Since dim j ϊ ^ d i m Vp+l
(m=(m—1)+1) and AX(VP) is orthogonal to x, we see that Ax: V^p-^x^ is an
isometric isomorphism.
(Here and elsewhere if x^Hpy then x^ is its orthogonal complement in Hp only)
Also A
x
: Xs- -> Vp is s.t. the composite
A
x
 A
xVp • x?~ > Vp is equal to — 1. Hence
A
x
: x-
1
- -» Vp is also an isometric isomorphism.
Now put π(p)=b^Sm and choose an orthonormal basis {x
ίy •••, xm} of TbSm.
These give rise to basic fields {X
u
 ~9XM} along the fibre π~\b) and trivialization
of the bundle Jϊl^-i^)
Put Vi = AXmXii=\,2y-ym-\
Clearly, {V
u
 •••, F
w
_i} is an orthonormal framing of V\^-i(b)^T(π~\b)).
Hence the tangent bundle of π~\b)^Sm~1 is trivial. This implies that
" i n - 1 = 1, 3 or 7". See [2].
Thus the only Riemannian submersions of the spheres onto spheres are
S%ί) -* S2(c), S7(l)-+S\c) and 515(1) -> S\c)
where c denotes the radius.
In each case c=\ as can be computed by O'NielΓs formula for sectional
curvatures of base. This has been done in [7]. One simply uses the fact that
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if x±_y are horizontal and of unit norm, then \A
x
y\2=(A
x
y, A
x
y>=—ζAly,y>
==<C3;> X>=1 (Here A2y=—y since any y&x can be written as A
x
v for a
unique v^.Vp of same norm as that of y.)
(2) The case Sn(l)~>CPm(k). Again by long exact sequence we get n=2m-{-l
and using O'NeilΓs formula k=l See [7].
(3) Same analysis holds for HPm and we get n=4m-\-3
(4) For Cayley plane Ca(P2), dimension of the fibre is 7 and that of total space
is 23.
In both of the above categories also k=l i.e. the sectional curvature lies
between 1 and 4 with both extreme values attained.
REMARK.
(1) S%1) -> S2 (-L) falls in S2n+1 -> CPn category, n> 1
(2) S\V) -* S* (-1) falls in S4"+? — flP" category, n> 1
and (3) 515(1)-* 5 s (-1) falls in 58B+7(1) — Ca(P") category » = 1, 2
4. We have put Riemannian submersions of spheres with connected totally
geodesic fibres into three categories
(a) 5 X ^ 5 2 " + 1
CP\n>\
(b) S3-+Sin+3
\n
HP", n> 1
(c) S7^SSn+7
I
Ca(p"), n = 1, 2 .
We now prove that each member of the above three categories is unique upto
equivalence. We also know that except for the category (c), w=2 each of the
above Riemannian submersions exists. Later we shall prove the nonexistence
in the above exceptional case. But first we come to uniqueness.
Theorem 4.1. Far each allowable n in each of the above category there
exists at most one Riemannian submersion upto equivalence.
Proof. For definiteness we will prove the uniqueness in the case
HP", w> 1 and the method will make it obvious how to proceed for S2n+1-*CP"
and Ss»+7^Ca(p") (n=l, 2).
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3
. As usual Hp and Vp are horizontal and vertical subspaces of
TpS
4n+\ Let us define a map Sϊ: Vp -> End Hp as follows:
we shall denote SI(ZJ) by ^
Thus Avx = ^ for x p
It is trivial to check that ^Γ is skew symmetric.
Claim. v->Av has the following property:
Λ
VAW+AWAV = -2ζv, w>Id.
Proof of the claim. Let ζx, yy^Hp. Then
°) (x)y y> = <A\Axw)+Aw(Axv), y>
= -<A
x
zv, Ayv>-<Axv, Aywy
= <AyAxwy v>+<AxAywy v>
— — 2<x, yy ζv, vjy by Corollary 3.2 .
>xy yy
Hence (AVAW+AWAV) {x)=-2<vy vi}x
This proves the claim.
But this is precisely the condition for SI to extend to a representation of the
Clifford algebra C(VP) of the Euclidean space Vp. Since Vp is 1, 3 or 7 dimen-
sional C(Vp) has at most two types of irreducible representations depending on
the action of the centre v1v2v3.
(Here {υly υ2y v3} is an ordered orthonormal basis of Vp) (See [6]). See also
remarks at the end.
Also each of this simple module is of dim 4. Since C(Vp) is central simple
and SI is a real representation it breaks Hp into a simple modules.
We will check that Sϊ is an isotypical representation i.e. only one type of
simple module occurs n times in Hp.
For this let x^Hp with |Λ?| = 1
The centre acts by ApioA9*oA\
Consider the function x-^^A^A^A^x, xy defined on the unit sphere in Hp.
Now A
x
AAxv3(v2)εΞVp
We check that it is a multiple of v
x
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(i) <A
x
AAχV3(v2), v2y = -<AAxH(v2\ Axv2> - -<Av2(Axυ3)f Axo*x>
= <A
x
v3, (Av2)2x> = <Axv3y -x> = 0
(ii) <A
x
AAχυ3(v2)y υ3y = -<AAχn{v2), Axυ3y
= <*>2> AAxVs(Axv3)> = 0
Hence A2AAχϋ3(v2) is a multiple of vx
Also A
x
AAχn{v2) = -AAχVz{Axv2)-2<x, Axvzyv2 (Corollary 3.2)
= -AAtn{Axv2).
We claim that AAχV3(Axv2) is of unit norm and relegate its proof to the next
lemma. Assuming this conclude that
or ~v
x
i.e. <A
x
AAχΰ3(v2), v,y = + 1 or - 1
or ζAptA92A'*x, xy = + 1 or — 1 for every x
of unit norm in Hp.
By continuity we conclude that ζAυιAv2Av*x> xy is a constant which without
loss of generality we can assume to be+1. In case it is —1 we can simply
replace the ordered basis {vly v2y v3} by {—vh v2y v3}.
Also AviAv*A°* is an isometry of Hp, we conclude by Cauchy-Schwarz
inequality that Av*Ap*A'*x=x or AΊAV>AV*=+Id
This proves that HP is an isotypical C(VP) module.
If S4n+3-> HP" is another Riemannian submersion then choose q^SAn+3
and consider horizontal and vertical spaces H'q and V'q. Define Lλ: Vq-*VP an
isometry such that C(Vq) acts on Hp with its centre also acting as -\-Id. Thus
we get the diagram
O(Ki) > End (Hi)
Since both Hp and Hq become O(Vq) modules of dimension \n on which the
centre acts by +Id. There exists an interwining isometry L2: Hq-*Hp which
makes the above diagram commute.
By definitions of SI and SΓ we see that
L
λ
@L2\ TqS
4tt+3
->TpS
4n+3
 is an isometry which maps H'q to Hp and maps
A onto A'. Li0L 2 gives a unique isometry φ: S
4n+3
->S4n+3 sending q to p
s.t. <p*q=Lι@L2. Thus theorem 2.1 applies and we get the equivalence.
Lemma 4.1. \AAχV3Axv2\
2
=l where the notation is an explained in the
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proof of uniqueness.
Proof. Put SczHp the linear span of {x, A
x
v
u
 A
x
v2, Axv3}
For each i=l, 2, 3, | i4,(i
Hence by O'NielΓs formula we get
K*(πtx, **Atv,) = K(x, AtVι)+3\A.{Atυt)\*
= 1+3 = 4
On the other hand by geometry of HP", there exists a unique totally geodesic
projective line HP1 passing through π(p) s.t.
(i) π^xeT^HP1
(ii) For orthonormal vectors 3/, z^.T^P)HPι
K*(y, z) = 4
(iii) ForytΞT^HP 1) and z^{T^p)HPY
K*(y, z) = 1 .
All this together implies that π*S= T^HP1
In particular K*(π*(A
x
v2)9 π*(Axυ3))=4
which gives | AAχV3(Axv2) \ 2= 1
Some remarks are in order:
1) For S(8n+7)->Ca(Pn) (n=l, 2) same proof goes through. In the case
of S2n+1->OPn, dim Vp=l, and hence C(VP)^C therefore the reprn is auto-
matically isotypical.
2) The cases n=\ for (a) (b) and (c) actually become simpler because the
relevant Clifford modules are already irreducible so that one need not check
isotypicality.
3) The method is intrinsic and does not need explicit calculations of the
tensor A in the standard cases done by Gray [9] and used by Escobales [7].
4) The uniqueness of the Riemannian submersion *S7->54 also proves the
uniqueness of the Riemannian submersion CP1--* CPz->HPι left unsettled in [8],
5. Existence questions
Proposition 5.1. The Riemannian submersion π: S23(l)->Ca(P2) does not exist.
Proof. Assume that it exists. Taktp&S23. As proved earlier Hp becomes
C(VP) module having two irreducible components each of dimension 8. Let
x€zHp be of unit norm. Then there exists a unique 8 dimensional subspace
SczHp with x^S such that π*(S) is tangential to the unique Cay ley projective
line Oa(Pι)^S8(^) passing through π(p) and containing π*(x) as its tangent
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vector.
If y G (π*S)"*• then by geometrical properties of Ca(P2), K*(π*x, y)=1. This
means that if $ is the horizontal lift of y in Hp, it belongs to S^ in Hp and by
O'NielΓs equation for sectional curvatures
or 4JJ = 0
This implies on using theorem 2.2 that π~\Qa{P1)) is totally geodesic in S23
and hence is isomorphic to 515(1). Also p<ZΞS15(l) and TpS15=Vp®S. The
restricted submersion S15->Ca(P1) becomes the standard one with S as its
horizontal space at p. Therefore S is a O(VP) module and can easily be checked
to be an invariant submodule of Hp under the original C(VP) action. Hence
we have proved that for any x^Hpy x4=0 there exists an irreducible submodule
of Hp passing through x. This is a contradiction if dim F^>4. Hence a
submersion S23-* Ca(P2) cannot exist.
Addendum. Rίemannίan submersions of complex projective space
In [8] Escobales classified Riemannian submersions from complex projective
spaces under the assumptions that the fibres are connected, complex totally
geodesic submanifolds, he proved;
Theorem 1 (Theorem 5.2 [8]). Any submersion p: CPr->B with con-
nected complex totally geodesic fibres with 2^dim fibre<,2r—2 must fall into one
of the following two classes:
(i) S2 >CP2n+1
I
HP"
(ii) CP3->CP7
I
If we assume that the sectional curvatures K of the total spaces are normalized
so that l < i £ < 4 then the sectional curvatures K* of base also lie in the same
limits in case (i) and K*=4 in case (ii). Moreover for # > 2 any two members
of class (i) are equivalent.
The author left two question unsettled
1) Whether S3 •> CP3 is unique or not
1
2) Whether the class (ii) is nonempty or not.
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We have already remarked in §4, Remark no. 4 uniqueness of the Riemannian
submersion S7->S4(i) implies an affirmative answer to Ql.
Here we give an answer to the Q2 in the negative.
Main Theorem. There can not exist a Riemannian submersion of CP7
onto S8(^) such that the fibres are connected totally geodesic and isomorphic to
OP3aCP7.
Proof. Suppose, the submersion in question exists. Take the composite
515(1) ^ CP7 -^ 58(i). p π is also a Riemannian submersion. If
then π-1p-1(b)=π~1(CP3)=S7(ί) is totally geodesic. (See [8] Coroallry 2.6. Here
π is the natural submersion). Therefore poπ is a Riemannian submersion of
515(1) to *S8(i) with connected totally geodesic fibres. Hence by uniqueness
it must be the Hopf fibration.
Thus we have the following commutative diagram:
Equivalently, there exists a complex structure / on JB16 in which *S15 sits
such that if b^S\\), then π~ιρ~ι(b)^S7 generates an R8 which is stable under/.
We will prove that such a situation is not possible. For this we look at the
geometry of the Hopf fibration *S7 > *S 1 5 >S8.
Let σ: Spin (9)->5Ό(16) be the spin representation of Spin(9). It is known
that Spin (9) acts transitively on *S 1 5(1)CJK 1 6. Also Spin (9) acts transitively on
SB(i) γ i a the natural double covering map Spin (9)—>SO(9).
For any b^S8(%), the isotropy Gb in Spin (9) is conjugate to the standard
embedding of Spin (8) in Spin (9). Hence if we restrict σ \ Gbf then σ | Gb breaks
R16 into two \ spin representations. Let us call them R8±. Further R
8+ Γϊ S15=
H'\b).
Let R9 be the oriented Euchidean space in which *S8(£) sits. If we regard
Spin (9) to be sitting inside the Clifford algebra C(R9), then b^^R9 of dimension
8 is such that Cib^) Γ) Spin (9)=Gb. For definiteness we give the unique orien-
tation to b^ which is such that on adjoining -\-b we get back the original orien-
tation on R9.
Now we have the following commutative diagram
Cr$ C-> C (D )
Spin (9) ^ C+(Λ9)
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where C+ denotes the even component of C
Since σ is the spin representation, it extends to a unique representation C(σ) of
C+(Λ9)»M(16, R) (See [3]) such that C(σ)\
c
+(b^) breaks R16 in the above men-
tioned manner. Let {e
u
 •••, e8} be an oriented basis of b^ then zf=eu •••, £8 lies
in the centre of C+(b) and #' acts by -{-Id on 12+ and by —Id on JBi (see Chevally:
Theory of Spinors). More, precisely C(σ) {z')=±l on R+.
Since Rl Π S15=flr"1(δ), Λ+ is invariant under / and so is Ri. Thus C(σ)
(#') commutes with /.
Let z^.O(R9) be the generator of the centre of C(R9) which comes from the
chosen orientation of R9,
then z = e
λ
 e8 b
or zb = —e
x
 e8 = —z
r
.
Therefore, C(σ) {zb) commutes with/ for every b^S\%) and hence for every
b(ΞR9.
Consider the linear map
a:R9-*M(\6, R)
b ^ C(σ) (zb)
It has following properties:
i) It factors through Λf(8? C)cM(16, JB) where {R16,J) has been regarded
asC 8
ii) [ C ( σ ) (zb)f=C{σ) ((zb)2) = C(σ) (\b\>)= \b\2. Id.
Hence a extends to a homomorphism
C\a): C'(R9)-+M(Sy C) where C\R?) is the Clifford algebra corresponding
to the quadratic form &-»— | b \2. (See [3]).
But from [3] again we know that C'(R9)^M(l6, Λ)0Λf(16, JB) so that the
above homomorphism is impossible to exist. This gives us the required con-
tradiction.
REMARK. The situation where CP7->S* is topologically possible has not
been ruled out yet. It may be of interest to study it.
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